1:00 Welcome
Kelly Dougherty, Deputy Commissioner, Vermont Department of Health
Melanie Sheehan (Vice Chair); Regional Prevention Program Manager, Mt. Ascutney Hospital & Health Center

1:05 Introductions

1:15 Review and Approval of March Minutes

1:20 Regional Prevention Partnership Grant
Hilary Fannin, Substance Misuse Prevention Manager, ADAP

1:40 Prevention Inventory Introduction
Amy Livingston, Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation

2:00 SMPC Recommendations
- Universal Afterschool Engagement Recommendations, finalized
- Cannabis Tax and Regulate Recommendations, beginning discussion
  - What recommendations have members already researched and want flagged for consideration?
  - What sources of information should we gather to inform robust recommendations?
  - What will the recommendation process look like?

2:50 Next steps and reminders

3:00 Adjourn